
 

Simulations reveal interplay between scent
marking and disease spread
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In a new mathematical model that bridges animal movement and disease
spread, territorial behaviors decreased the severity of potential disease
outbreaks—but at the cost of increased disease persistence. Lauren
White of the University of Maryland's National Socio-Environmental
Synthesis Center, Annapolis, MD, and colleagues present these findings
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in PLOS Computational Biology.

Disease research often addresses direct social contact without
considering individual animals' movement. Individual movement can be
shaped by indirect social cues; for instance, a puma might mark its
territory with a scent. While territorial behaviors could, in theory, inhibit
diseases that require direct transmission, pathogens able to persist in the
environment could still spread.

To better understand the interplay between indirect communication and
disease spread, White and colleagues developed a mathematical model in
which infected animals can indirectly infect others by leaving behind
pathogens whenever they deposit scent marks. The researchers used the
model to simulate territorial movement of animals over a landscape, as
well as the resulting disease spread.

In simulated outbreak-prone conditions with high animal density and
slow disease-recovery rates, territorial movement decreased the number
of animals infected, but at the cost of longer disease persistence within
the population. These results suggest that indirect communication could
play a more important role in disease transmission than previously
thought.

"It was exciting to be able to incorporate a movement-ecology
perspective into a disease-modeling framework," White says. "Our
findings support the possibility that pathogens could evolve to co-opt
indirect communication systems to overcome social barriers in territorial
species."

This study demonstrates that accounting for movement behavior in 
disease models could improve understanding of how infectious diseases
spread. Moving forward, the researchers hope to strengthen their model
with additional dynamics, such as varying habitat quality and prey kill
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sites.

  More information: White LA, VandeWoude S, Craft ME (2020) A
mechanistic, stigmergy model of territory formation in solitary animals:
Territorial behavior can dampen disease prevalence but increase
persistence. PLoS Comput Biol 16(6): e1007457. 
doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007457
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